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1. INTRODUCTION
Mediation models have been employed in the study of brain 
disorders to detect the underlying mechanisms between 
genetic variants and diagnostic outcomes implicitly mediated 
by intermediate imaging biomarkers. In this study, we propose 
a polygenic mediation analysis that comprises a polygenic risk 
score (PRS) to aggregate genetic effects of a set of candidate 
variants and then explore the implicit effect of imaging 
phenotypes between the PRS and disease status.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

4. CONCLUSIONS

3. RESULTS

Polygenic mediation analysis is effective in identifying novel amyloid imaging 
mediators using PRS comprised from AD candidate SNPs that were not identified with 
well-known APOE SNP rs429358. Further evaluation of the PRS also demonstrated its 
power for early disease indicator discovery, which outperformed the APOE SNP alone, 
showing the promise of PRS on biomarker detection.

Diagnosis HC EMCI LMCI AD P-value
Number 204 246 169 140 -

Gender (M/F) 100/104 128/118 90/79 76/64 7.72E-01
Age (mean±std) 75.70±6.46 71.33±7.32 73.78±8.72 75.10±8.01 4.20E-09

Education
(mean±std)

16.32±2.72 16.04±2.63 16.18±2.87 15.64±2.69 1.39E-01

APOE ε4 present 27.59% 42.04% 49.11% 67.14% 8.13E-12
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PRS: 𝑥 Diagnosis: 𝑦Table 3: Five diagnostic case-control groups included in mediation analysis.

Group Control Case # of subjects
1 HC AD+EMCI+LMCI 759
2 HC AD 344
3 HC LMCI 373
4 HC EMCI 450
5 HC EMCI+LMCI 619

Table 4: Pearson correlation coefficients among two PRSs and two studied SNPs.

PCC PRS+ PRS- rs41289512 rs429358
PRS+ 1 0.572 0.831 0.438
PRS- 0.572 1 0.018 0.073

rs41289512 0.831 0.018 1 0.484
rs429358 0.438 0.073 0.484 1

We perform mediation analysis to explore the underlying association between each genetic score and diagnosis. Given
that AD is a progressive disease where the dementia symptoms gradually worsen over a number of years, it is critical
to identify the biomarkers which can predict the disease at early stage. Therefore, we perform mediation analysis on
five case-control groups, which focus on different disease stages. The five grouping schemes are shown in Table 3.

Mediated effect comparison

As evidenced in the “Mediation Analysis” section, the total effect of a genetic score on the diagnostic outcome is
�11 = �31,i + (�32,i · �21,i), where the �31,i is the direct effect and �32,i · �21,i is the indirect effect. Indirect effect,
also called mediated effect, measures the amount of mediation, that is, the effect of the genetic score on outcome due
to the imaging mediator.

In order to compare the mediated effects across different brain regions, we follow Breen et al. (2013)19 to calculate
relative magnitude of the indirect effect to the total effect. The proportion of the effect mediated by mi is calculated
as follows:

prop mediation(i) =
�32,i · �21,i

�31,i + �32,i · �21,i
. (5)

Results

Correlation among studied PRSs and SNPs

Four genetic scores, including two PRSs and two APOE SNPs, are compared in the mediation analysis to detect the
additional effect of AD candidate SNPs beyond the well-known APOE SNPs. We first compute the Pearson correlation
coefficients (PCCs) among the four genetic scores to evaluate their relationships (see Table 4). Even though the
calculation of PRS+ involves the SNP rs41289512 that is in LD with APOE SNP rs429358, correlation between PRS+
and rs429358 is not very strong (PCC = 0.438), suggesting that PRS+ provides additional, novel information outside
of the well-known APOE SNP rs429358. Further, we argue that from the moderately high correlation between PRS-
and PRS+ (PCC = 0.572), our construction of the PRS- as a latent variable can provide novel information outside of
the APOE region altogether.

Mediation analysis summary

For each genetic score, mediation analyses are performed across five different case-control grouping schemes. We
summarize the results in Table 5, by listing the p-values and odds ratios (ORs) of the first step as well as the number
of discovered mediators in each mediation analysis experiment.

From Table 5, PRS+, compared with other three genetic scores, obtains the largest number of mediators across different
diagnostic case-control experiments, except for HC vs AD group where APOE SNP rs429358 identifies 75 mediators.
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• Step 1: logistic regression
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 Pr 𝑦 = 1 = 𝛽""𝑥 + 𝛽"#𝑧 + 𝜖"

• Step 2: linear regression
𝑚! = 𝛽#",!𝑥 + 𝛽##,!𝑧 + 𝜖#,!

• Step 3: logistic regression

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 Pr 𝑦 = 1 = 𝛽%",!𝑥 + 𝛽%#,!𝑚! + 𝛽%%,!𝑧 + 𝜖%,!
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PRSs for HC vs. MCI+AD

Brain mapping of regions discovered 
without rs429358

Clusters 1-2: Front lobe
PRS+: EMCI, early detect

Table 6: Anatomical location of grouped brain regions from mediation analysis. For each cluster, the largest number
of ROIs across brain structural regions is shown in bold.

Cluster Subcortical Frontal Cingulate Parietal Temporal Occipital Insula Sensory-Motor Cortex
1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 5 1 0 3 0 0 0
4 0 5 2 4 5 0 1 0
5 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0
6 0 1 0 4 1 0 0 0
7 0 2 0 1 6 6 0 4
8 10 0 1 1 4 4 0 2

Figure 3: Brain mapping of clustered regions from our mediation analyses (see clustering results in Figure 2).

traditional SNP-outcome association analysis. We assess the performance of PRS comprised from multiple AD can-
didate SNPs on mediator detection, and compare with the best-known AD genetic risk factor in the APOE gene. To
the best of our knowledge, this is among the first analysis in the study of AD for exploring mediation effect of imag-
ing features underlying the PRS and disease. Our polygenic mediation analysis has identified multiple brain imaging
mediators, a few of which present promises as early disease indicators.

We performed mediation analyses of two PRSs and two SNPs (i.e., PRS+, PRS-, rs41289512 and rs429358), among
which PRS+ shows more power on mediator detection than the others, especially on the complete set of participants
(N = 759; see Figure 1). In the HC vs MCI+AD study, PRS+ mediation model discovers three novel mediators
undetected by other genetic scores, including right calcarine sulcus, right paracentral lobule and right postcentral
gyrus. In addition, 6 mediators are detected by both PRS+ and rs41289512, and 5 mediators are detected by PRS+,
PRS- and rs41289512. These novel findings indicate the cumulative effect of combined AD candidate SNPs beyond
APOE e4 SNP rs429358 and may help provide more insights into the imaging genetic mediation mechanism of AD.

Based on the above observation, in the following, we focus on comparing the discoveries from PRS+ with those from
rs429358 for different diagnostic groups in comparison with HC. From Figure 2, mediators detected by PRS+ and
rs429358 illustrated both consistent and distinct patterns for different diagnostic groups across the 8 clusters. All 4
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